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Restrictions on the nature of the singularities of quantum field theory amplitudes are de
rived within the framework of perturbation theory. 

LET us consider the amplitude describing the 
process of mutual transformation of n particles. 
Suppose that the masses of the particles are given. 
Then the amplitude is a function of 3n -10 invari
ants. Generally speaking this function will have 
singularities for certain relations among these 
invariants. We limit ourselves to the considera
tion of just those singularities that correspond to 
a single relation among the invariants. 

We shall study the amplitude within the frame
work of perturbation theory and for real values of 
the invariants. Let us consider some arbitrary 
perturbation-theory diagram. Then the location 
and nature of the singularities of this diagram 
for a single relation among the invariants may 
be obtained by Landau's method. 1 According to 
this method the location of the singularity is de
termined by the following system of equations: 

~a1q1 = 0, 
(C) 

I 

~ r1-t= 1, 
i=! 

~ qir =Pro 
ir 

q7 = m7. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Here the qi stand for the four-momentum of the 
virtual particle corresponding to the i-th line in 
the diagram, the mi stand for its mass, the Pr 
stand for the four-momentum of the real particle 
which enters the r-th vertex in the diagram, and 
O!i is the Feynman parameter corresponding to 
the i-th line. The summation in Eq. (1) is over 
all independent contours (C) of the diagram. The 
summation over ir in Eq. (3) is over all virtual 
particles that enter the r-th vertex. 

The nature of the singularities is determined 
as follows: Let us fix the values of 3n -11 invari
ants. Then the value of the (3n -10 )-th invariant 
R is determined at the singular point by the sys
tem of equations (1) - (4) and is equal to Ro. 
where R0 is a function of the first 3n- 11 in-

variants. The singularity is of the form 

(R!Ro- 1)" 

or 
(R!Ro- 1)" In (R!Ro- 1). 

(5) 

(5' ) 

Equation (5') holds for positive integer values of 
K; for all other values of K Eq. (5) is valid. The 
quantity K is related to the number of lines l and 
the number of vertices v in the diagram by 

x = (3!- 4v + 3)/2. (6) 

It is the aim of this paper to clarify the question 
of what restrictions are imposed on the values of 
the quantity K by the condition that the system of 
equations (1) - (4) give at the singular point just 
one relation among the invariants. We begin the 
considerations with processes for which n?:: 5. 
Under these circumstances all four-vectors of the 
real and virtual particles lie in the four-dimen
sional space. 

As is well known, 2 only Eqs. (1) and (2) can be 
used for the determination of ai at the singular 
point. The number of unknown ai entering these 
equations is equal to l -the number of lines in 
the diagram. The number of equations in (1) and 
(2) is equal to 4(Z-v + 1) + 1, where l-v + 1 
is the number of independent contours in the dia
gram. Consequently, the number of ai left unde
termined by Eqs. (1) and (2) is equal to 

6. =- 31 + 4v- 5. (7) 

Let us consider now Eqs. (3) and (4). The num
ber of unknown components of the four-vectors qi 
and invariants entering these equations is equal to 
4l + 3n -10. The number of equations in (3) and 
(4) is equal to l + 4 ( v - 1 ) , since one of the vector 
equations (3) gives the overall four-momentum con
servation law for the real particles. The number 
of components of the four-vectors qi and the in
variants left undetermined by Eqs. (3) and (4) is 
equal to 

S = 31- 4v + 3n- 6. 
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(8) 
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Altogether the number of unknown quantities left 
undetermined by Eqs. (1)- (4) is equal to 

~ -;- S = 3n - 11, (9) 

i.e., one fewer than the number of invariants. The 
relevant question however is: are these undeter
mined quantities the invariants or the O!i. The fol
lowing cases are possible: 

1) ~ = 0. Then all the ai are determined at the 
singular point and there exists just one relation 
among the invariants and the masses of the virtual 
particles. 

2) ~ = -A< 0. Then all the Cl!i are determined 
at the singular point and in addition A of the equa
tions (1) may be used along with Eqs. (3) and (4) so 
that only one relation arises among the invariants 
and the virtual particle masses at the singular 
point. 

3) ~ = A > 0. In this case A of the ai are left 
undetermined at the singular point. Then A + 1 
relations are imposed on the components of the 
four-vectors qi and the invariants. 

Consequently, in order that there be just one 
relation among the invariants it is necessary for 

n ~ 5 that the condition ~ :o; 0 be satisfied. It then 
follows from Eqs. (7) and (6) that K ~ -1. In an 
analogous fashion it can be shown that for n = 4, 
when all four-vectors lie in a three-dimensional 
space, K ~ - Y2 for just one relation among the 
invariants; and for n = 3, when all four-vectors 
lie in a two-dimensional space, K ~ 0. It there
fore follows that the amplitude for an arbitrary 
process will, within the framework of perturbation 
theory for one relation among the invariants at the 
singular point, have a singularity no stronger than 
a simple pole. 

The author expresses his deep indebtedness to 
Academician L. D. Landau, V. N. Gribov, and B. L. 
Ioffe for useful remarks. 
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